When I Arrived at the
Castle
by Emily Carroll
A castle, a killer, and prey all bound and blurred by
lust and blood.
Like many before her that have never come back,
she’s made it to the Countess’ castle determined
to snuff out the horror, but she could never be
prepared for what hides within its turrets; what
unfurls under its fluttering flags. Emily Carroll
has fashioned a rich gothic horror charged with
eroticism that doesn’t just make your skin crawl, it
crawls into it.
EMILY CARROLL is a writer and artist of numerous award-winning comics, including the horror
collection Through the Woods, which won both an
Eisner and the British Fantasy Award for 2014. She
lives in Stratford, ON with two dogs, one cat, and
her wonderful and talented wife, Kate.
“Alice in Wonderland meets Dracula! Bloody,
sensual and bewitching!” — Coralie Fargeat,
Filmmaker (Revenge)
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House of the Black Spot
by Ben Sears
Plus Man and Hank are in it now! They’ve riled up
a ghost, and a ghost with a knack for real estate
no less!
The Double+ gang discover that sometimes greed
can extend beyond the grave, as they are thrust
into a battle between revolting real estate developers and their ghoulish goon bent on destroying
the idyllic Gear Town with ghastly gentrification
and the most frightful sight of all…condos!
BEN SEARS is a Louisville, KY based cartoonist,
illustrator and musician. His characters Plus Man
and Hank have appeared in a number of zines,
online anthologies and in the all-ages adventure
series Double+ where they have been perpetually
in over their heads.
"Ben Sears is the kind of cartoonist I wish I could be.
Distilled line-language that expresses impossible
worlds that make me smile." — Charles Forsman
(TEOTFW, I Am Not Okay With This)
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Lunch Quest
by Chris Kuzma
Sometimes you are so hungry that the only thing
you can find in your house is rip-roaring, candy-coloured, side-busting adventure!
Have you ever been looking for your lettuce, but
instead you find skate kids shredding the moon,
bunny gladiators astride bumpy frogs, and dance
party dance-offs so twisty they put a bag of pretzels to shame? No? Then dig into this collection of
comic vignettes to find what you’ve been missing.
CHRIS KUZMA is an artist living in Toronto, ON
with his wife, two children and their cat. He divides
his time between drawing comics, doing freelance
illustration and teaching at OCAD University. He is
one-third of the Wowee Zonk comics collective.
This is his first all-ages graphic novel.
"A well-balanced meal of nutritious shapes,
savoury colours, hilarious jokes and ... LETTUCE!!!"
— Calvin Wong, Writer and Director of The Regular
Show
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A Children's Book of
Demons
by Aaron Leighton
With this handy Necronomicon for kids, and its
easy to follow how-to steps, summoning demons
has never been so much fun!
Don’t want to take out the trash tonight? Maybe
you’re swimming in homework? Perhaps that big
bully is being a real drag? Well grab your coloured
pencils and sigil drawing skills and dial up some
demons! But be careful, even if these spirits are
more silly than scary they are still demons.
AARON LEIGHTON is an award-winning illustrator
and art director, as well as a fan of all things
occult. His first book with Koyama Press, Spirit
City Toronto, was published in 2010. Aaron lives
in Toronto, ON and spends his free time wrestling
with a black cat.
" I wish I had this book when I was a child, warding
off the creeps and crawlies underneath my bed,
unaware that with the right guidance I could’ve
been harnessing their supernatural powers for my
own benefit!" — John Martz, author of Burt’s Way
Home and Evie and Truth About Witches
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